Microwave Degrease Equipment

brand： Leader
voltage： 220V〜380V
power（W）： 50KW
dimensions（L * W * H）：11700mm*1060mm*1750mm
weight： 3T
certification： CE
Control system：PLC
Color：silver
Cooling system：water cooling or air cooling
volume：504〜630kg
After-sales service：field installation，commissioning and training
Power source：electric power

Microwave degrease equipment, including a variety of different power equipment.As one of
the professional microwave equipment manufacturers, we can provide different power of
different models,only to meet your requirements.These microwave degreasing equipment
are of high quality and low price.If you are interested in our machines, please leave us a
message.

10KW microwave degreasing equipment/20KW microwave degreasing equipment/30kw
microwave degreasing equipment/Higher power microwave degreasing equipment can be
customized
Compared with traditional drying machine, microwave degreasing equipment has obvious
advantages in energy saving and environmental protection.Conventional drying usually uses
external heat source to dry and ripen beef, consumption of thermal energy.The microwave
degreasing machine uses the penetration of the microwave to heat from the inside out.The
beef is heated more evenly, and the ripen and drying efficiency is higher.The experiment
shows that the energy consumption of microwave degreasing machine can be saved by
1/3~1/2 compared with conventional electric heating drying machine.
Working diagram of microwave degreasing equipment
What are the characteristics of microwave degreasing equipment？
1. The device is simple and easy to operate. 1.Microwave degreasing equipment is ready to
use without preheating before use.
2. Uniform heating efficiency is high. 2.All microwave degreasing equipment, microwave
dehydration equipment and other microwave machinery of our company have made use of
the penetration of microwave, and the uniform heating and drying effect is good from inside
out.
3. Degrease evenly. Microwave degreasing machine belongs to penetrating degreasing,
inside and outside at the same time degreasing.
4. Environmental protection, no pollution. Microwave equipment in the process of work, will
not emit any waste water and waste gas, belongs to the environmental protection of
high-tech machines.
Microwave degreasing machine works in much the same way as degreasing microwave
ovens.In the degreasing process, the material can also be dried and sterilized.In addition to

meat products degreasing, but also to dry dried fruits, dried meat, dried vegetables and
other foods for drying and sterilization, it is a multi-purpose machine.If you are interested in
any microwave Equipment for our Industrial Microwave Equipment company, please contact
us and we will send you our reply as soon as possible!
Product Specification:
Microwave degreasing equipment
microwave frequency

915±25MHz

microwave power

10kw-200kw above（continuously adjustable）

transfer speed

0.1～3m/min frequency conversion

Microwave leak

≤5mw/cm2(GB5959.6-87)

Degreasing amount

0.5～1.0T/h

Hourly capacity

5-7 ton

External dimensions of
equipment
Control fashion

length×width×high 8000×5000×2300（mm）（customize）
Touch screen PLC control

As the world's leading professional microwave equipment manufacturers, we continue to
upgrade and develop technology and quality.The degreasing equipment machine is also
divided into microwave beef degreasing machine,microwave meat products degreasing
machine and so on.Our customers also come from all over the world, such as the Philippines,
the United Kingdom, South Africa, Uzbekistan, Hungary, Indonesia, Romania, South Korea,
Turkey, Dominica, Nigeria, Jordan, the Netherlands, Brazil and so on.

Microwaves was sent to Algeria/Microwave equipment in Libya
No matter in the equipment or the configuration of the whole part, the company chooses

the international and domestic famous brand accessories to ensure the quality.Ensure safe
and secure use.Because of this, we are one of the best manufacturers of microwave
degreasing equipment in the world.We are also trying to sell microwave degreasing
equipment all over the world.We are sure that you will be satisfied with our high quality
products. If you need more detailed information, please feel free to contact us！
Leader microwave equipment can bring great benefits to you.You will never regret choosing
our microwave degreasing equipment.If you are environmentalists and business people,
please cooperate with us.
No matter in terms of technical quality or after-sales efforts we all try our best to
perfect, impeccable.
1.We offer 24-hour online service.Don't hesitate.Any inquiries are welcome.We will reply as
soon as we receive your message.
2Each power model of microwave degrease equipment and microwave thawing equipment
for frozen pork has the standard, they satisfy the majority of customers. If you have any
special requirements, please contact us.We can customize the equipment and machines
according to your conditions.
3.We will dispatch technicians. Help you install and debug microwave equipment machines
at your site according to your needs.In addition, personnel training is provided.
4.We provide you with technical support online. If you have any technical problems with
microwave heating equipment, please leave us a message.We will provide the most
professional technical guidance, we provide first-class microwave heating equipment and
lifetime maintenance.

